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poems: Hilda Raz

Sarah Among Animals
-Priam's Green Bird Wing

Randall Snyder
(2000)

duration: 5 minutes
His vast ears inflate like sails

as his head

the size of a ship
veers toward her compound

His great head lifts
Among her butterflies

accel............

a golden handkerchief bordered with jet draped on her fist

stage whisper

Faster = so

in her veins the thin blood flows
Were she able to enter the field of light her arms would flood with veins and lift

She lifts her shoulders shrugs off his charge night

(Sop)
Playful

Sarah Fledgling

57

Soft feather heart

blue jay

and thrasher

63

and eagle's down

she has gathered

68

each nail

smooth ing each barbed shaft

73

(led) so her fingers shine


Meadow lark and finch cardinal the

junco right up side up nut-hatch

feathers skim dipped on teak where she
dips from a bowl to chais - ois against after noo n chill

p

p

f

freely

rit

f

Slower \( \frac{d}{=} = 48 \)

A Tempo \( f \) \( p \)

molto rit

flu(t)
of feather-bowl as she shakes loose another amber and dove wet

pebble from the patch by her elbow reaches

gathers each shaft for a linen loop and waxes and

ties off freely
Whirl circle and wave of feather jack-daw hawk the golden

swi (ft) scooping mosquitoes from the back-yard lathe-house

her hands
reach to steady the soft-ening cloak

air from the floor vent

and now she reaches for the lamp and

rises freely, quasi accel